RouteThis
Certify
Optimize subscriber home networks during
install for whole-home WiFi coverage.

A better way to install
In the race to win market share, ISPs have transitioned to an experience-centric model that requires the
WiFi experience to be just as good as the service delivered to the gateway. But between gateway speed
tests, piecemeal free tooling solutions, and little to no ability to map home network coverage, traditional
installation processes leave too much room for error—which means higher chances of connection issues
that often go unnoticed until after the technician has left the home. With 15% of churn happening early in
the lifecycle, ISPs need a better way to install.
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Eliminate turn-around technician visits

Reduce early-life churn

Give technicians confidence that they won’t need to
return to subscribers’ homes right after installation
with certified WiFi networks that deliver the experience
subscribers expect.

Keep customers on board for years to come with
optimized networks that deliver the best experience
possible right from day one.

Improve customer experience

Fuel revenue growth

Proper installations mean your subscribers can enjoy
a disruption-free WiFi experience. If an issue does
happen, your team has the tools and information
to get subscribers back online quickly.

Increase revenue through new customer
acquisition and through ARPU expansion by easily
demonstrating what add-on products and services
like extenders can do for your subscribers.

FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

Real-time home
layout mapping

Based on the subscriber’s address, Certify uses GPS to create a real-time layout of
the home—so technicians can map connectivity throughout the entire home and
track any variances.

Signal strength
detection

This feature determines and illustrates the connection quality based on router location.
The signal strength will recalibrate as you place the router in different locations, so
technicians can easily educate customers on how router locations will affect performance.

Pod placement
mapping

This feature determines prime pod positioning and illustrates connection quality
based on location.

Tech walk

Activated by a three-second pause, Certify will automatically capture the speed
and signal strength for each room in the home.

Speed test

Detect WiFi speed through the entire home.

Band indication

Detect band in use throughout the home.

Built-in camera

Captures photos of installation for documentation.

WiFi certificate

This digital certificate for both the subscriber and technician captures all information
from the installation and verifies that the installation was completed successfully.
It’s automatically uploaded to the cloud for record-keeping purposes.

Cloud integration

Never lose installation or home details with integration directly into your
agent dashboard.

About RouteThis
RouteThis is a leading WiFi in-home connectivity platform provider that is transforming the way ISPs and smart home brands
deploy, manage, and support the connected home. Our 100% software-based approach to solving in-home connectivity issues
leverages the power of consumer smart devices so agents and consumers alike can quickly identify, resolve and prevent WiFi
connectivity issues. Plus, with RouteThis Self-Help, consumers can solve connectivity issues themselves without making a call to
customer support. We’re proud to be a trusted partner to hundreds of ISPs and smart home brands worldwide, and the RouteThis
head office is located in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
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